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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Objectives
Deliverable 1.2 report (Stakeholder Consultation Report) seeks to augment the findings of a
thematic review of the concept and operationalisation of critical infrastructure resilience from
existing key literature completed in Task 1.2 (Defining Principles of resilience and CI) and presented
in Deliverable 1.1 report (Resilience Evaluation and SOTA Summary Report). This deliverable
primarily aims to identify if, and how, resilience operates in practice with regards to CI management.
The deliverable findings will draw attention to the general level of understanding of resilience
management in the Critical Infrastructure (CI) sectors and organisations surveyed, highlighting
currently applied tools and methods for resilience management. The expectations from CI
stakeholders regarding potential resilience management tools which could be used by them will also
be covered by this deliverable.
The evolution of the D1.2 has occurred alongside the progress made in Task 1.5 on Gap Analysis. The
output of which is Deliverable 1.3 (Emerging Findings Report on Knowledge, Current Practice, SOTA,
Gap Analysis and Roadmap of Key Actions to Advance SOTA), which explores the gap analysis
relating to CI resilience and culminating in a forward plan for the RESILENS platform development in
subsequent Work Packages.

Description of the work
To obtain an understanding of the current state of resilience management in CI, a number of
multidisciplinary CI stakeholders (including rescuers and oversight bodies) were surveyed using a
targeted questionnaire. The questionnaire examined the resilience processes, methods and tools
used in practice (if any), the drawbacks of such tools, and the expectations and functionalities that
the CI stakeholders demand from potential resilience management tools which could be adopted.
The questionnaire responses were collated and evaluated to provide an overview of the CI resilience
landscape.

Results and conclusions
Section 3 of the deliverable provides a summary of the results that have emerged from the
stakeholder consultation exercises, and frames them in the context of their relevance to the
development of the RESILENS outputs. The results of the stakeholder consultation engagement
revealed that there is a lack of consensus on the CI resilience concept among CI stakeholders, which
is not as developed as that observed in academic research and theory spheres. CI protection (CIP)
was currently found to be mainly governed by a combination of legal and voluntary actions, with risk
management approaches rather than the wider consideration of resilience management mainly used
to achieve the goals of protecting the CI system. With the identification of the shortcomings of
currently used tools, and the expectations of resilience management approaches that could be
potentially applied, the project will incorporate the findings of the stakeholders survey in the
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development of the RESILENS resilience management tools to ensure that it meets the requirements
of the CI managers and stakeholders.
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Project Background

Critical infrastructure (CI) provides essential functions and services that support European societal,
economic and environmental systems. As both natural and man-made threats, disaster and crisis
situations become more commonplace, the need to ensure the resilience of CI so that it is capable of
withstanding, adapting and recovering from adverse events is paramount particularly given the
increasing integration and sophistication of systems. Moving resilience from a conceptual
understanding to applied, operational measures that integrate best practice from the related realm
of risk management and vulnerability assessment is the focus of the RESILENS project.
RESILENS will develop a European Resilience Management Guideline (ERMG) to support the practical
application of resilience to all CI sectors. Accompanying the ERMG will be a Resilience Management
Matrix and Audit Toolkit which will enable CI systems (encompassing assets and organisations)
quantitatively and qualitatively index their level of resilience. The proposed toolkit will also allow for
the quantitative analysis of the resilience of the CI systems at different spatial scales (urban,
regional, national and trans-boundary), which can then be iteratively used to direct users to aspects
of their systems where resources could be concentrated in order to further improve their resilience
levels. The ERMG and resilience management methods will be tested and validated through
stakeholder engagement, table-top exercises and three large scale pilots (transport CI, electricity CI
and water CI). The ERMG and accompanying resilience methods will be hosted on an interactive web
based platform, the RESILENS Decision Support Platform (RES-DSP). The RES-DSP will also host an elearning hub that will provide further guidance and training on CI resilience.
Overall, RESILENS will aim to further advance the state of the art in CI resilience management and
intends to increase and optimise the uptake of resilience measures by CI stakeholders.
The purpose of this deliverable – D1.2. is to review the findings of the multidisciplinary stakeholder
consultation which set out to identify how resilience operates in practice.

1.1

Task 1.4 - Multidisciplinary stakeholder consultation

Before the methods applied in the design and construction of the stakeholder survey are presented,
a description of the task 1.4 providing the basis for this deliverable will be put forward. This is done
with the aim of illuminating the reasoning behind the survey actions (and questions) implemented
and reported in the deliverable. The task description and objectives as illustrated in the RESILENS
description of work (DoW) were used to define the specific goals of Task 1.4 detailed below.
The task seeks to establish a panel of multidisciplinary stakeholders (including all the participants
from the Pilot Demonstration partners in the RESILENS project facilitating the guidelines and tools
demonstrations in WP4) who would be surveyed to gain a greater understanding of how resilience
relates to them, their organisation and the wider community. The task was also charged with
examining the resilience processes and methods (practices, assessments, etc.) which they use,
approaches they apply which could positively impact behaviour and influence system resilience and
evaluate methods related to substitution processes. This task will also make explicit the societal,
legal and organisational context.
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The key stakeholders were surveyed/interviewed to examine how they understand resilience, how
resilience as a concept relates to them and wider communities, what their needs are, and the kind of
resilience generating processes and methods they are currently employing and what they would like
to use in the future.
The task was also to collect and evaluate methods used in practice to anticipate, plan and implement
a substitution process regarding the potential lack of resources during a crisis with a view to
ensuring continuity and assurances of basic functions and services for wider society.
Finally, an examination of the range of processes and methods used in practice by the CI systems to
increase resilience (such as training, psychological strategies, risk management procedures) to
positively impact behaviour and how they influence the resilience of a system or community, best
practice interventions and policy instruments, communication, demand management, mobilisation
of population, etc was to be carried out.

1.2

Overview of the deliverable - D 1.2

The project background, a description of the Task 1.4 of the RESILENS project, as well as an overview
of the different sections of this deliverable are presented across section 1.
Section 2 represents the stakeholder consultation methodology as applied in this study i.e. it details
the methods used in Task 1.4 to engage the CI stakeholders of interest to this study. The study
boundaries (including the geographical reach) which are defined to concentrate and limit the scope
are highlighted in this section. The reasoning behind the survey method selected and the approach
used for the questionnaire construction are also presented here. Finally the methods applied to
implement the surveys and an overview of the questionnaire distributed and used in this task are
also detailed in section 2.
Section 3 conveys the results of the responses from the stakeholder consultation process. A detailed
analysis and discussion of the results reported is also carried out in this section, with special
emphasis on how the responses relate to the task objectives and the overall RESILENS project goals.
Section 4 presents a conclusion/summary on the findings of task 1.4, highlighting some limitations of
the stakeholder consultation process. The "next steps" with regards to how the report findings
would feed in to subsequent tasks and WPs in the RESILENS project are also explored in section 4.

1.3

Summary and Feed in from Deliverable 1.1

Deliverable 1.1 "Resilience Evaluation and State of the Art Summary Report" of the RESILENS project
set out to define and contextualise resilience approaches, with the initial aim of establishing an
appropriate definition of CI resilience (CIR) which will be applied in this project. It also identified the
documented State Of The Art (SOTA) on resilience concepts, processes and methods.
The findings of D1.1 highlighted an ongoing transition towards resilience in CI; in particular from
traditional approaches which emphasise single-asset risk management, continuity of supply and CIP
to the more transformative practices of CI resilience (CIR). However, it has also highlighted the
difficulties inherent in this process and the dearth of agreed ways forward within the sector. As one
commentator noted:
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“…it remains often unclear if and to what extent the introduction of resilience changes the
existing practices of CIP.”1
It was therefore proposed that the RESILENS project would adopt a necessarily broad interpretation
of resilience. This will allow for its operationalisation within the working practices of CI, in all its
forms and scales which encompasses key resilience principles, but will be sufficiently flexible to be
useful across the full range of CIs. As such, RESILENS views resilience as:
‘The ability of a system or systems to survive and thrive in the face of a complex, uncertain and everchanging future. It is a way of thinking about both short term cycles and long term trends:
minimizing disruptions in the face of shocks and stresses, recovering rapidly when they do occur, and
adapting steadily to become better able to thrive as conditions continue to change. Within the
context of CI, the resilience process offers a cyclical, proactive and holistic extension of risk
management practices.’
The concept of resilience as will be interpreted in this project was further categorised in D1.1 based
on a perspective of risk and resilience management. This was adapted from Suter (2011) and aimed
to designate resilience into one of four "perspective" groups as indicated in table 1 below.
Table 1. Perspectives on resilience and Risk Management

Perspective

Resilience as…

Definition

1

A goal of risk
management

Many documents describe resilience as the
overarching goal of protection policies and risk
management as the method to achieve this
goal. Resilience replaces or complements the
concept of protection, which was previously
defined as the goal of risk management
activities.

2

A part of risk
management

Resilience is understood as a part of risk
management. Activities to strengthen
resilience are needed in order to deal with the
so-called “remaining risks”, i.e. risks that have
not been identified or underestimated and are
thus not covered by appropriate protection
(preventive) measures.

3

An extension of risk
management

This transitionary perspective recognises the
importance of risk management to CI
operation, but proposes that these practices
need to be extended to encompass resilience
practice that integrates social and
organisational factors, as well as building

1

Suter, 2011
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capacity to change.
4

An alternative to risk
management

Challenges the traditional methods of risk
management and promotes resilience as a new
way of dealing with risks in a complex
environment. It is argued that a probabilistic
risk analysis is not an adequate approach for
socio-technical systems that are confronted
with non-linear and dynamic risks and are
themselves characterized by a high degree of
complexity. Instead of preventing risks and
protecting the status quo, such systems should
enhance their resilience by increasing their
adaptive capacities.

Fundamental to the transition towards CIR is an engagement with risk. For the RESILENS project it
was proposed that CIR is viewed as an extension of risk management (Perspective 3). In effect, this
perspective was selected since it bridges the divide between equilibrist approaches that consider
resilience as a component of conventional risk assessment and the more transformative
understanding that sees resilience processes as something altogether different, thus providing a
pathway to successful transition in the CI sector. This perspective continues to recognise the
importance of risk management processes to the CI sector, as well as how the complexities of large,
integrated CI systems, the scope of their interdependencies and the uncertainty of future events,
predicates the use of resilience approaches.
The review of Resilience Management in CI as presented in D1.1, highlighted a lack of standard
approaches to managing resilience, although risk assessment was more widely utilised. Within this
frame it is envisaged that principles and processes of risk management can be blended into the
resilience cycle (particularly at the preparedness phase) and will be further explored within WP2.
In addition to the specific task objectives that will be reported in this deliverable (D 1.2 - Key actions
from the Stakeholder Consultation Report) as identified in section 1.1., this deliverable will serve a
further purpose in WP1, triangulating the findings from the desk based research outputs in D1.1,
with the aim of initially identifying the emerging gaps in practice, compared with the reported state
of the art and the proposed CI resilience management approaches being developed and put forward
by the RESILENS project.
The results and discussions section (section 3) of this deliverable will therefore draw from the
perspectives outlined in D1.1 to facilitate an assessment of the stakeholder responses obtained in
Task 1.4, using the consultation findings to identify gaps in the current operationalisation of
resilience concepts in CI systems which will be fed into Task 1.5 and documented in D1.3 (Emerging
findings report on knowledge, current practice, SOTA, gap analysis and roadmap of key actions to
advance SOTA).
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The main objective of work package (WP) 1 of the RESILENS project is to establish a comprehensive
understanding of the state of the art, current role and position of CI resilience. A thematic review of
the concept and operationalisation of CI resilience from existing key literature (academic, research
and policy documents) across multidisciplinary backgrounds was therefore undertaken in the tasks
associated with this WP. The outputs of WP 1 are therefore poised to provide a baseline of the
current understanding and practices of CI resilience management which is intended to be built upon
by subsequent WPs for the development of the proposed tools and guidelines which will be aimed
for use in CI systems.
In addition to highlighting the current status of CI resilience concepts as derived from the literature,
it was deemed beneficial to harness valuable knowledge directly from CI stakeholders regarding
their understanding of resilience management and its application, which may not be available (or
reflected) in the most current academic and policy literature. This was especially important since no
academic (peer reviewed) or research paper was seen to specifically address this issue. Task 1.4
therefore set out to elicit the current views of resilience management from multidisciplinary
stakeholders in the CI sphere : CI operators and providers, rescuers, government and oversight
bodies regulating CIs.
The stakeholder engagement was primarily aimed at providing useful information on the general
understanding of resilience management by CI stakeholders, i.e., how they apply it in their
operations, the tools and methods used to achieve this (if any), the shortcomings of those tools, and
expectations that they have for future resilience management tools.
This will prove especially useful in illuminating how CI stakeholders comprehend the concept of
resilience and how it relates to risk management. This was mainly based on the perception that
these terms might not be considered as distinct concepts, and in practical application, may currently
be used interchangeably in the CI sector.
The results of this engagement process are thus expected to contribute to a detailed gap analysis to
be carried out in Task 1.5, which will investigate the current CI resilience management position in
real terms and the state-of-the-art, taking into account conditions which may challenge progress in
advancing the state-of-the-art of CI resilience, in a holistic fashion.

2.2

Study Boundaries

With the key aims of the stakeholder consultation task being to facilitate a greater understanding of
how resilience relates to CI stakeholders, the survey aimed to meet this goal by mainly targeting
respondents in infrastructures which fall under the general CI designation as put forward in The
European Programme for Critical Infrastructure Protection (EPCIP) [1].
Based on the EPCIP designation, there is a wide range of possible stakeholders who might be
engaged with. It was therefore very important for the project to focus on those stakeholders who
could provide a sufficiently strategic overview with regards to the RESILENS project. The RESILENS
10
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project decided to further concentrate and limit the CI sectors to be consulted in this task to three
systems, i.e. stakeholders in the water, energy and transportation sectors. This was since these
sectors are of central interest to this project, with the RESILENS project demonstration partners
being representative of these sectors (i.e. EDPD (energy), IW (water) and BASt (transport)).
Additional CI organisations that play a role in providing similar functional products and services in
those CI systems were also targeted. Where possible, the oversight bodies which regulate the
services provided by these particular CI systems were also approached for the survey to contribute
knowledge of CI protection from an oversight and administration perspective.
In addition to the selected CI sectors, the stakeholder engagement exercise was also expanded to
cover government bodies and rescue bodies, since these organisations were deemed to be an
integral part of any functional resilience management strategy for CI. The wider public were not
included in the survey since it was considered that they would not form the major target users of the
project outputs.
Figure 1 shows the system boundaries considered for the stakeholder engagement survey.
SYSTEM BOUNDARY CONSIDERED BY THIS SURVEY

GOVERNMENT AUTHORITIES (LOCAL & REGIONAL)

RESILENS SELECTED CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE (CI) SYSTEMS
WATER

ENERGY

TRANSPORTATION

OVERSIGHT BODIES COVERING THE SELECTED CIs

RESCUERS

Figure 1. System boundary covered by this survey. The solid line represents the system boundary
represented considered in this survey. The dashed line content reflects the core CI sectors of interest
to the RESILENS project.

2.3

Geographical Reach of CI Stakeholder engagement

With the development of a European Resilience Management Guideline being one of the major aims
of the RESILENS project, respondents from the EU region were the primary focus in the selection of
CI stakeholders to be surveyed by the consultation task.
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With project partners in four EU countries (Ireland, UK, Germany and Portugal), this provided a
unique opportunity to survey stakeholders in these countries, which it was hoped would furnish a
wealth of responses thus affording a fair overview of the status of the resilience management
landscape in Europe. The data received from the RESILENS demonstration partners in addition to
those of approached CI stakeholders in the partner EU countries will allow for an understanding of
"the state of resilience in practice" in Task 1.4, and will contribute to task 1.5 (Gap analysis). With a
consortium partner located in an associated country (Israel), views from CI stakeholders from Israel
were also incorporated in this deliverable.

2.4

Survey method used to engage stakeholders

A questionnaire was constructed with question sets to facilitate obtaining useful information
addressing the key objectives of Task 1.4. The purpose of the questionnaire was to establish an
overview of the understanding and perception of CI resilience amongst stakeholders, and to
ascertain the views of stakeholders on risk and/or resilience decision-making tools and methods
currently applied in assessing and managing CI.
As indicated by the system boundaries earlier presented, the prepared questionnaire was circulated
amongst key CI stakeholders (in the water, energy and transportation sector), government
authorities and rescue bodies with the aim of getting responses as to how these systems
understand and practically manage resilience in their operations.
2.4.1

Survey organisation and implementation

The organisation and implementation of the interviews was undertaken by thee different RESILENS
consortium partners who were responsible for the selection of, and distribution of the
questionnaires to CI stakeholders in their region. When distributed, the questionnaire was
accompanied by an informed consent form, and a background material on the RESILENS project.
The questionnaires were then completed directly by the stakeholders and returned to the
consortium or completion was facilitated by face-to-face interviews in which the stakeholders
responded to the questions while the attending RESILENS partner took notes. In addition to this the
consortium partners were also free to use any consultation approach i.e. the use of focus groups or
workshops with relevant CI stakeholders in attendance to facilitate obtaining responses to the
survey questions.
The partners were advised that where necessary the survey questions could be translated into the
respective local languages with the interviews conducted in the current local language. This was
done with the aim of ensuring that every respondent have a consistent (and precise) understanding
of the terms of the questions presented, which is expected to lead to obtaining the most accurate
situation of current practices in the identified CI.
The interview engagement process commenced in mid-September 2015 and the latest interview was
completed at the end of November 2015.
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The questionnaire overview

The questionnaire provided an opportunity to further explore the themes addressed in D1.1 and in
particular, to dissect further some of the gaps that will be incorporated in D1.3 relating to the CIR
management gap analysis. Furthermore, the interviews provided an opportunity to identify the use
of, demand for and requirements for tools and services that could help to enhance the concept of CI
resilience.
The questionnaire was constructed and developed to encompass these elements. The questionnaire
was divided into three main sections:
1. General understanding of CI resilience management.
2. Currently applied tools and methods for CI resilience.
3. Expectations from CI providers regarding resilience management.
In addition to probing their level of understanding of resilience, hazard management and the
barriers to implementing resilience management approaches, the first section also encompassed
background information outlining the critical functionality of the surveyed infrastructure and the
main area of expertise (questions 1-13).
Section 2 (questions 14-23) covers an assessment of CI resilience management decision making
methods, tools or procedures (if any was currently available and used), and if differentiations were
made between risk control/management and resilience.
The final section considers the expectations of the CI stakeholders from new resilience management
tools which they could use and indicates their willingness to adopt such tools. The approaches used
to address cascading effects of CI breakdowns are also dealt with in this section covered by
questions 24-29 of the questionnaire.
The survey questionnaire that was distributed to the stakeholders is presented in Appendix 1 of this
document.
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Results and Discussions of the Stakeholder Engagement Survey

Before the collated results and a discussion of the findings obtained from the stakeholder
consultation process is put forward, it must be emphasised that the responses provided in this
deliverable should be mainly read as being the views of the particular respondents surveyed and
might not be particularly representative of that of the CI organisation, assets or the country that
they work in. This is except in the case where the respondent has indicated that the understanding
of resilience as presented here is similar to those stated in official policy documents and has been
largely adopted for use by the organisation's workforce. Discussion on resilience approaches on a Cl
sector or country basis drawn from the survey responses and percentages provided in charts and
tables in this document is therefore not intended to imply categorically that this is the established
state of affairs in the concerned system. The findings and discussions as presented in this section
should thus be mainly viewed, and employed as, a reflection of current risk and resilience concept
understanding and practices of the surveyed CI systems and not generally representative of the CI
sector system or country.

3.1

Scope of the CI stakeholders engaged

3.1.1

Geographical and CI systems and range covered by the survey

A total of 31 responses were received from solicited CI stakeholders, emergency bodies and
government oversight agencies in the 5 partner countries of the RESILENS project.
The surveyed stakeholders covered all the key CI systems (water, energy and transportation) of
interest in this study. In particular the transportation sector was well represented in the engagement
study with stakeholders covering the rail, airport, airlines and road transport components of the
transportation CI system, as well as the government oversight bodies overseeing this sector
providing a significant response to the survey.
Figure 2 and 3 below show the different CI sectors surveyed in this study with regards to their
country of operation, and the ownership type (structure) of the CI sectors surveyed per country
respectively.
With regards to the ownership structures of the surveyed stakeholders in this study as presented in
Figure 3, care must be taken not to misread this as the public-private ownership split of the CIs of
the countries referred to, but only representative of the surveyed CIs in this study.
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Figure 2. Surveyed CI sector per country
The ownership structure (i.e. public, semi-public or private) was highlighted in this study to elucidate
if any trends could be established on the current application of resilience concepts in different CI
systems based on the type of ownership they have (i.e. a public owned company having a different
understanding and operationalisation of resilience approaches from those of privately owned CIs).

Figure 3. Ownership structures of the CI systems surveyed in this study.
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Range of CI system functionalities covered by the study

Drawing from the CI systems surveyed in this study, the professionals targeted and approached for
this survey covered a wide range of disciplines, with the selection of the respondents mainly based
on the perception that their job function provides them with adequate knowledge and expertise in
different operational spheres which heavily contribute to maintaining continuity in the products and
services provided by the selected CIs. This was done to ensure that the stakeholders interviewed in
this study had a good understanding and working overview of the operations of the CI systems that
they work in.
The expertise domains of the respondents were further divided into four broad categories
(operations/technical, human resources, information/communications, research and development).
This categorisation was done to investigate if the responses received from the respondents were
biased as being particularly representative of certain expertise domains categories. Table 2 presents
the main area(s) of expertise of the different survey respondents who provided answers to the
RESILENS stakeholder consultation exercise. This was done with the awareness that certain expertise
groups might have different interpretations on a similar subject owing to the differences in approach
employed by the different expertise categories.
Table 2. Designated expertise areas of the different surveyed respondents to this study.
Designated Expertise domain

Example of work functions
covered

Number of respondents
surveyed*



Chief Technical advisor



Risk manager



Chief operations
specialist



Network controller etc



Chief fire officer



Operations manager



Training development
manager



Systems network risk
researcher

Information/ Communication



Chief communication
officer

1

Human Resources



Manpower competence
manager

2

Operations/ Technical

Research & Development

22

3

* This was based on the information on specific job functions or expertise based on responses
received from 28 CI stakeholders from the total 31 respondents surveyed in this study.
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It must however be mentioned that the designation of the expertise domains as presented in table 2
was done subjectively by the author of this report on the basis of the description of the job functions
and expertise detailed by each CI sector representative who was interviewed during the survey
process.
With some job roles not fitting exactly in a specific expertise domain and having the possibility of
even being representative of two (or more) domains, the domain which was considered as best fit
was used. For example, although the "network safety officer" or "chief fire officer" roles were
labelled under the operations/technical domain, their work descriptions also cover liaising with the
public and other infrastructure stakeholders, and would thus also fit in the information/
communication domain. The delineation of the job functions into expert domains as in this
deliverable should therefore be treated with caution when applied by other users, as this was mainly
carried out here to ascertain if the overall understanding of resilience could be dependent on the job
function of the respondents.
As indicated in Table 2, surveyed stakeholders in the operational/technical domain formed the vast
majority of the respondents who contributed to the contents of this report.

3.2

An overview of CI protection

The issue of the responsible authorities in charge of the protection of the operation and ensuring
the continued provision of services by the CI was posed to the respondents surveyed with the
question,
" Who is responsible for CI protection in the respective country?"
With the exception of the responses received from Israel (where the state and the CI operator
respectively were identified as the responsible bodies), over 95% of all the respondents surveyed
identified the combination of state and regional/local authorities, and the CI operators/owners as
being responsible for developing and implementing guidelines used for the protection of the
components of the CI systems in question.
In the case of Israel, the critical function offered by the CI sectors covered by the government
oversight bodies surveyed is believed to be the reason for the contrasting replies regarding the
responsible authority for CI (with one organisation overseeing physical CI, i.e. electricity production
and water supply, and the other national security).
Regarding how CI protection is managed in the surveyed CI systems, the results of the questionnaire
responses show that it is facilitated by a mix of legal regulations introduced by the state or the EU, as
well as voluntary arrangements put forward by the CI operators to ensure the continuity of the
services provided by the systems.
Table 3 below indicates the responses offered by the CI respondents in the different countries. The
results were presented on the basis of a percentage of the total number of responses received.
Reference to 100% in the table therefore indicates that all of the respondents identified that the
specific CI protection organisation scheme was applicable to their CI system.
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Table 3. Views on how responsibility CI protection is organised
Country

How is CI protection organised
Legal regulations

Voluntary
arrangements

Others

Germany

67%

100%

-

Ireland

90%

60%

90%

Israel

100%

-

-

Portugal

100%

100%

100%

UK

N/A

N/A

N/A

The surveyed CI stakeholders further elaborated on the legal regulations used to organise the
protection of the concerned infrastructure, with examples put forward such as the European Council
Directive 2008/114/EC (Directive on the identification and designation of European Critical
Infrastructure (ECI) and the assessment of the need to improve their protection), the Energy Act
(EnWG)(Germany), IT-Safety Law (Germany), ZSKG (Law on civil protection and disaster relief of the
Federal) (Germany), and the Strategic Infrastructure Act 2006 (Ireland) planning and development.
The wide use of internal policies and procedures for CI systems and assets protection was
highlighted as the main approaches used in-house by the CI operators/owners. Some of these
procedures were observed to have some legislative backing while some of the policies applied did
not but were specifically created with the CI operation in mind. This was deemed important by most
of the technical expert stakeholders surveyed in this study, as they contend that the use of such
internally developed protocols better enables the CI operators the flexibility to better prepare and
respond to unforeseen disruptive events. Some participants in the survey also highlighted their
thoughts that the use of self-developed or other industrial best practice CIP approaches were best
for managing the ever changing operations of the CI systems as opposed to the use of government
developed legal regulations which might be too slow to address these changes. In one instance, legal
regulations was identified by a respondent as having the potential to stifle the development and
implementation of new CIP approaches which might otherwise be beneficial and best suited for the
CI system.
In addition to the legal regulations and voluntary (including collective) agreements applied by the CI
systems consulted, the ability of the CIs to use emergency procedures that are not proposed by
currently available legal documents or company policies was emphasised by some of the
respondents. This is especially with regards to limiting the impacts of an unforeseen event which has
the potential to bring about the disruption of the service provided by the system. Such approaches
are covered under the "others" category, which also includes guidance supporting regulations.
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All of the 31 respondents representing different CI sectors in this study indicated that they had
heard the term "resilience" before.
3.3.2

Understanding of the term resilience

On the understanding of what the term means especially with regard to CI operations, wide ranging
definitions were provided. Examples of some of the definitions are presented in the table below.
Table 4. Different definitions of Resilience provided to the survey
Country

Definition

Germany

"Sensitivity, maintenance of availability, robustness".
"To handle systems with interference of varying degrees. Maintaining
functionality and get it quickly back".

Ireland

"Built in redundancy".
"Ability to resist difficulties or recover quickly and plainly from them".
"The ability to absorb "irregular" operations".

Israel

"The ability of an organisation to maintain functional continuity in the event
of terror attacks, war, natural disasters and man-made disasters".
"... is the capability of a Critical Infrastructure System to overcome and
recover from an attack or damage quickly and restore the provision of
services, while minimizing damage to the public and the environment".

Portugal

"Ability to resist, adapt and recover from disruptive events and threats in
order to keep its original function".
"Preparation capacity, adaptation and self-organization that critical
infrastructures are due to external shocks, we mean serious accident
situations or disasters".
"Ability to adapt, in order to maintain the operation and organization, when
exposed to dangers".

UK

"The ability to underpin operations and critical functions with continuity
measures to allow levels of continued performance according to criticality".
"The ability of an organisation to maintain the delivery of services when
submitted to stresses and demands".
"For the organisation to be able to still deliver a service in exceptional
circumstances. To have plans in place for major or unexpected disruptions".
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As previously mentioned in section 1.3, D1.1 put forward a broad interpretation of resilience that is
to be applied in the RESILENS project.
Furthermore, for the RESILENS project, resilience in the CI sphere was proposed to be viewed as an
extension of risk management (perspective 3). With this perspective, the importance of risk
management to the CI operation is recognised, but with an expansion of the risk practices proposed
to encompass resilience practices that also integrate social and organisational factors, as well as
building capacity to change.
The range of definitions provided by the surveyed CI stakeholders on the question as to what they
understood by the concept of resilience revealed that the respondents had a good understanding of
resilience especially with regards to how resilience is viewed by the RESILENS project. This was since
a majority of the definitions received appear to clearly delineate potential resilience practices from
currently practiced risk approaches.
With the majority of the respondents having a more technical and operational background, the
expectation was that most of the resilience definitions would mainly address guaranteeing the
operational continuity of the physical aspects of the CI of concern. While this was the case for the
responses received from providers in "traditional" CI sectors interviewed (i.e. water, energy and
transportation), who mainly interpreted resilience as the ability to maintain the functioning of such
systems via securing the operations of the physical components of that system, responses from the
emergency, government and oversight bodies also included the need for society and organisational
approaches when addressing resilience for CI systems. This understandably reflects the
responsibilities of business as opposed to those of government /regional and local administered
bodies in terms of incident preparedness and societal responsibilities.
A further question to delve into the respondents understanding of the resilience concept was put
forward,
"What do they think the term (resilience) covers (Question 6)".
Examples of the responses to the question are shown in Table 5 below. This was done with the
intention of identifying what the surveyed CI stakeholders perceptions on applied or potential
resilience strategies would encompass (including their impressions on what domains were covered
by the concept). From the responses received it could therefore be seen whether the respondents
limited the aim of resilience approaches to account for only probabilistic risks to the CI physical
components.
Table 5. Respondents' views on what resilience covers
Country

What do you think resilience covers (specific examples where necessary)

Germany

"holistically all systems; prevention, reaction, adaptation".
"Impact of natural disasters. Impact of obstruction (sabotage)".

Ireland

"Resilience covers a large range of notions, from psychological resilience
(ability to resist or adapt to psychological adversity) to the resilience of a
system (a backup generator for a system depending on electricity supply for
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example)".
"Assessing and managing impacts and developing mitigation protection
measures".
"Risk preparedness".
Israel

"Survivability of the organisation’s operational infrastructure – infrastructure
that allows it to execute its core missions. Survivability of IT infrastructures
and mission critical systems, including data bases. Protecting human lives.
Protecting physical and operational assets".
"In the context of critical energy infrastructures, for example, resilience
covers the ability to withstand cyber attacks on the distribution network, or
to quickly overcome damage to infrastructure elements and restore the
distribution of electricity to consumers".

Portugal

"The term resilience is applicable not only in the evaluation process and risk
management but in all phases of the emergency, (prevent, prepare, help,
recover). It also includes the concept of adaptation and mitigation. May be
applicable to infrastructure, organizations, communities or societies".
"People skills, systematic procedures / processes, redundancies /
alternative".
"Resilience in the organization considers not only internal capacity to adapt
but also the capacity and interconnection with the entities / bodies with
which the organization relates and depends. The "Resilience" is related to the
following topics: Business Continuity Management, Risk Management,
Emergency Management, Training and preparation of employees,
interconnection / communication with key suppliers, Interconnection /
communication with forces safety".

The range of responses received during the stakeholder engagement revealed a range of
understanding on the scope of what CI resilience covers (as shown in table 5). These included some
respondents relating the application of the resilience concept to mainly predictable risk incidents,
with the concept addressing risk preparedness, mitigation and response, while some other
responses provided a more expansive understanding of the scope i.e. covering psychological,
organisational and societal resilience in addition to the physical asset and service provision resilience
of the concerned CI.
The disparity of such responses from the surveyed CI stakeholders exposes the current limited
interconnection between research and theory (where the definition and scope of the resilience
concept has been significantly developed with some degree of consensus) and practice (where a
varied understanding of the concept still abounds).
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The resilience concept in the RESILENS project (as outlined in D1.1) makes use of an all hazard
strategy since this provides a foundation for collaboration and organisational resilience building
rather than a probabilistic risk management framework.
Fundamental to any potential application of resilience concepts or the intended operationalisation
of any resilience management tools/methods in CI systems, as aimed for by RESILENS, is the need for
an education and instruction scheme tailored for the CI stakeholders appears to be essential. The
information gained from such a scheme would provide a better appreciation for the need for a more
integrated and holistic risk and resilience framework, while potentially addressing the perceived
reluctance to adopt resilience-based approaches amongst those with CI management responsibilities
as mentioned in D1.1.
3.3.3

Is resilience a widely adopted work concept? Other applied concepts.

A majority of the stakeholders consulted in this study (90% of those surveyed) expressed their
opinion that resilience as a concept is currently adopted and applied in their CI organisations
operation. Only 3 respondents expressed that resilience is not explicitly currently applied in their
organisations.
Two of the stakeholders who positively signified the application of resilience indicators in their
assets, further expanded on their response and highlighted that they believed resilience was used in
their organisations operations, but only to a small extent (i.e. when compared to their
understanding of the overall concept). Another opined that their organisation is in the process of
strategically moving towards widely implementing resilience approaches in their operation.
To focus more on the application of resilience in the surveyed organisations, a question was posed
expounding on other terms that reflect approaches currently used in the CI environments to address
issues and incidents similar to those covered by their understanding of the resilience concept was
asked. This question was intended to provide some insight on similar approaches in operation in CI
systems that may be construed as resilience. Figure 4 below shows a polygon radar graph indicating
how the consulted CI stakeholders responded with regards to suggested term categories currently in
use.
The figures presented in Figure 4 reflect the percentage of the total respondents per country
signifying that those specific terms were operational to facilitate the protection of CI. As observed in
the graph, some percentage figures are not available for some terms in certain countries. This was
since no responses were received for them.
As previously indicated , the figures presented in Figure 4 relates solely to the surveyed stakeholders
and are not supposed to be interpreted as being representative of the EU (and associated) countries
specified.
The terms indicated as commonly being used and applied in the surveyed CI in their operations to
address their understanding of resilience can be characterised as more fitted to seeing resilience as
perspectives 1 and 2 i.e. as a goal of risk management and/or as a part of risk management. This is
since these terms denote a continuation of the traditional, normative approach to risk within CI; and
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highlight the possibility of enhancing operations continuity by integrating probabilistic analysis with
coping strategies.

Figure 4. Commonly used terms in CI operation in place of resilience
However as detailed in D1.1, the use of resilience under those perspectives is challenged by
complexity, the uncertainty presented by unpredictable events as well as the interdependency of CI
sectors and the resulting effects of the cascading effects of impacts. Resilience also would be difficult
to define with such perspectives, which could prove problematic especially with the drive to improve
the understanding of CI practitioners on the overall concept of resilience (with the aim of
distinguishing it from probable risk management). Furthermore, the use of current normative risk
practices while aiding the easy integration of resilience into existing policies, might potentially stifle
innovation or more transformational change.
With resilience depicted as being more open ended than current risk management practices (similar
to those shown in the figure above), and, as such is potentially a more helpful approach for
considering unknown events, the findings from the stakeholder engagement appears to identify
highlight a difference in current practice when compared to the aspirations for the resilience
perspective as interpreted by the RESILENS project for operationalisation in CI systems. This will be
expounded on further in the gap analysis actions carried out in Task 1.5 and presented in D1.3.
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Risk and threats

Responding to the question on what risks and threats are considered by the CI stakeholders when
thinking of resilience, all the respondents highlighted that natural and man-made threats and risks
are regarded as important factors in their risk/resilience planning.
Elaborating on the aspects of the man-made threats considered, almost all the CI stakeholders
surveyed recognised that potential terrorist attacks, social unrest and crime were also key threats
contemplated in risk/resilience planning.
In addition to these man-made risks, some respondents further highlighted important potential
stresses to the CI systems not mentioned in the questionnaire; from non-traditional shocks such as
population increases (emergency, water and energy CI), equipment malfunctioning (transportation
CI systems), and the potentially deleterious effects of climate change, as being of important to note
for the CI systems.
Regarding adverse natural weather and man-made events, a malfunctioning of the physical
components ( including the IT elements) of the CI system, a lack of an understanding of the assets
condition, thresholds for failure and inadequate maintenance were identified as some of the main
causes for infrastructural breakdown or resulting in service failure across most of the CI asset types
interviewed. Insufficient planning, investment and resources being directed at monitoring,
maintenance and future-proofing activities were also regarded as a major cause of breakdowns.
Deadlocks in regulatory processes, as well as delays in decision making, especially with regards to
government services, were also pointed out as to leading to disruptions in the service provided. For
example, the distribution of government funds during emergency events was indicated as a
potential hindrance to efficient planning and execution of response services to affected regions.
Responses from the surveyed transportation, energy and water infrastructure stakeholders further
highlighted that a sudden increase in the service demand (i.e. increased water consumption for
combating large scale fires or during heat wave periods, and increased electricity use during heatwave summer periods) could result in severe disruptions.
Aging of the system (and its delayed or non-replacement), potential fuel shortages, communication
lines and facilities being down, no equipment/system redundancy, and the overall financial stability
of the CI asset were given as major causes of infrastructure breakdown in these sectors.
For the oversight bodies and emergency services stakeholders surveyed, a lack of, or inadequate,
financing and the overall financial state of the organisation was presented as the major
consideration contributing to a breakdown in service provision in these sectors. Decision making
delays especially from government or political authorities was also identified as an important
hindrance to assuring a quick response, recovery and continuity of services provided. The lack of or
absence of contingency arrangements in the chance of a risk event occurring, information and
communication breakdown, and the overwhelming of the emergency system by too many
communications during crisis events (for example, public non-priority calls overloading the systems)
were also identified as potentially resulting in a disruption to the services provided by these systems.
The responses received show that most predictable system shocks and stresses were covered under
current risk management approaches in the surveyed CI system. However, system threats in the
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social and information domains were seen to not be well represented in the present management
schemes. The addition of such dimensions would prove very beneficial in expanding the efficacy of
any potential resilience approach, and its integration would guarantee a more holistic and
comprehensive strategy to allow CI systems to cope with, respond and recover from any unforeseen
risks arising from all domains.
The identification of the common contributors to the CI system disruptions as highlighted in this
section would be very useful in the further development of tools in WP 2 (Resilience ManagementMethodological and Procedural Development).
To elucidate the approach of the surveyed CI stakeholders with regards to how they anticipate and
deal with different shocks and stresses to their systems, a question addressing the differentiation of
different risk types affecting the operation of the CI system was put forward in the survey
questionnaire. The question sought to investigate if the CI stakeholders differentiated between
emergencies (unforeseen but predictable incidents), crises ( breakdowns of familiar networks) and
disasters (unexpected extreme situations) with regards to risk/resilience management. If a
differentiation was made by the CI stakeholders, the mechanism of how this was carried out and
implemented was investigated.
The figure below presents the results of the CI stakeholder responses received as to whether such a
differentiation was effected.

Figure 5. Stakeholder responses on the differentiation between types of risk.
Using the surveyed CI stakeholders in this study as a barometer to gauge if differentiation of the
types of risk affecting the CI systems was made, the survey findings show that there is almost an
even split between those stakeholders who mentioned that a separation between the risk class was
commonly made in their systems to those who did not make such distinction.
On further examination, some respondents who did not apply any distinction, highlighted that no
differentiation of the risk type was made, since even if the disruption to the service provided by the
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infrastructure resulted from an emergency, a crisis, or a disaster, it was deemed a system
interruption and processes were put in motion to rectify it without regard to the specific type of risk
that generated the disruption. This could be deemed as a rather insufficient approach since a serious
circumstance will require a much higher level of management both within a CI organisation with or
without external involvement.
The understanding of resilience and the development of the methodology and tools by the RESILENS
project (in WP 2, tasks 2.3 and 2.4) to be potentially operationalised in CI systems will take an
approach that will be similar to a non-differentiation of the risk type. This will allow for a more
comprehensive treatment of all potential predictable and unpredictable risks that could affect the CI
systems.
3.3.5

Monitoring recovery after a disruption event

The responses to the question as to whether the surveyed stakeholders currently monitor recovery
after a disruption to the CI operation and service provision are shown in the figure below.
In addition, for the respondents who indicated that their recovery after a service disruption was
monitored, the mechanism applied and the indicators used to monitor this recovery was further
explored.

Figure 6. Chart showing stakeholders responses as to wheter any monitoring of operation recovery
was implemented in their CI.
With regards to the current state of monitoring the recovery of the CI systems and responding to
potential disruptions to the functioning of the system, the CI stakeholders feedback received
highlighted that for a majority of the CI systems, response and recovery processes appeared to be
implemented. Even in organisations which can be identified as practicing mainly risk management
approaches, the availability of such monitoring practices will prove very useful with the possible
future adoption and implementation of the resilience concept. This is since the respond and
recovery components of the resilience cycle are very important in the eventual operationalisation of
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this concept. For this reason, it is envisaged that adopting and extending the current recovery
monitoring systems to address a resilience framework should be developed.
The main indicators highlighted by all the stakeholders who expressed that monitoring was carried
out was the use of:
1. the time taken to restore the CI to full operational capacity (i.e. temporal indicators), and
2. the direct and indirect costs incurred to facilitate this recovery back to "normal" service
levels (i.e. resource indicators). The costs also included extra personnel costs and potential
cost to cover any contingency actions during the recovery period.
In addition to the temporal and resource indicators, table 6 below highlights some specific
monitoring mechanisms and indicators which were reported to be currently used to monitor the
recovery of the CI systems by the surveyed sectors after a service disruption.
Table 6. Monitoring mechanisms and indicators used by stakeholders in this survey
CI
Transportation

Monitoring mechanism in place

Indicators used



Command/control
systems.



On time
performance.



Monitoring airport flight
schedule.



Avoidable delays.



Passengers carried.



Waiting/delay times.





Avoidable delays register.

"Back to normal"
carrying load.



Daily operational reviews.



Resumption to
normal airport flight
schedule.



Recovery times.



Degree of availability
of CI system.

Energy



Business continuity
management systems
(implemented and
monitored by committees
(sub-committees).



Extent of damage
incurred.

Water



Event tracking.





Contingency planning.

Territory service
recovery.



Daily/periodic reviews.





Event trackers.



Extent of assets,
infrastructures or
systems damage.

Task force to examine

Emergency services
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details of incidents.



Number of assets
back online (in
operation).



Task force.





Business impact
assessment reviews.

Service provision
(coverage).

The inclusion of such monitoring indicators in this study was very useful to obtain since it informs
and will form an integral part of the methods/tools to be developed by the RESILENS project.
3.3.6

Monitoring cascading and trans-boundary effects of service disruptions in the CI systems

With the RESILENS project concerned with addressing the resilience of complex interconnected CI
systems, how the stakeholders monitored and addressed potential cascading and trans-boundary
effects brought on by a disruption or failure in a CI system, where there are dependencies, were also
questioned in this survey.
Table 7 below presents the surveyed stakeholders responses to questions as to whether the CI
system considered and monitored any potential cascading or trans-boundary effects on other
systems or regions following a disruption to the normal CI operation. The results shown in table 7
represent the percentage of the respondents who indicated their views on the questions.
Table 7. Cascading and trans-boundary effects responses.
Question

Yes

No

Don't know

Are possible cascading effects considered?

50%

30%

20%

Are trans-boundary effects considered?

40%

40%

20%

The negative response received on the need to monitor trans-boundary effects of service disruption
by some of the stakeholder surveyed in this study was explained to not be relevant to the CIs
concerned since they had a limited service boundary/coverage which did not warrant the need to
include cross-boundary considerations. Therefore owing to the particular sampling frame of this
study, which involved a significant number of surveyed CI stakeholders with local boundaries of the
service coverage, the trans-boundary effects of the disruption of the services they provide would not
normally be accounted for (even if they exist).
Regarding the consideration of systems interdependencies with other CI systems, around 50% of the
interviewed stakeholders highlighted that consideration and further monitoring and communication
of such disruptions were made with affected CI systems and relevant associated bodies (i.e.
government administration).
One of the respondents, who indicated that the cascading effects were not currently considered, did
however further highlight the fact that the effects on priority users in their network were considered
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to an extent. This consideration would usually be facilitated by communication of the disrupted
service with their priority users. Another CI stakeholder surveyed mentioned that although cascading
and trans-boundary effects were not currently explicitly accounted for with disrupted services, there
is an intention to implement such policies soon.
For those respondents to the survey who reported that cascading and trans-boundary effects were
applicable to their services, communication with the affected CIs and relevant bodies was identified
as the main method used to manage the disruption. It was however unclear if this communication
was bi-directional, in addition to the disrupted CI just relaying the status of the disruption to the
affected interdependent systems. On further questioning, it was also highlighted that the operators
that the interdependent systems affected by the CI system disruption were usually responsible for
ensuring and sourcing an alternative service supply to guarantee their own system continuity, until
the normal operative capacity of the concerned CI was attained (i.e. little or no alternative provided
by the disrupted CI system).
The methods discussed to be used for assessing and monitoring any cascading and trans-boundary
effects of the CI service disruption on other dependent CIs and regions respectively by the surveyed
CI stakeholders are presented in the table below.
Table 8. Methods currently used by different CI surveyed for monitoring disruption cascading and
trans-boundary effects.
CI SECTOR
Energy

Germany
Ireland

Water

ICT/Telecomm.

CI breakdown
consequence
s reports.

Multiple failure
plans.

Govt./
Emergency
services

Guidelines for CI
protection
Communication
and Response
coordination
with relevant
partners.
Business
continuity and
"Black start"
plans.

Israel

Transport

Timely
information and
communication
(including use of
real time
information
display).
Engineering
department
reports.

Contingency
plans.
Report and
tracking on
service
availability
provided by
power and
ICT CIs.

Communicatio
n with relevant
stakeholders.
Service
providers
committee
reports.
Cross-border
service level
agreements.
Disaster effect
reports and
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communication
to dependent
infrastructures.
Communicatio
n coordinated
by home front
command in
case of
disasters.
Portugal

Business
continuity plans
Identification of
priority
customers to
have priority for
service
replacement.

UK

To be
implemented
soon.

Contingency
arrangements
with
neighbouring
response and
emergency
services.

3.4

Available CI Resilience Management tools

3.4.1

Responsible for risk/resilience management?

In the surveyed CI assets, the perception or views of the designated responsible personnel or
department in charge of overseeing and monitoring the operationalisation of risk (and/or resilience)
concepts in the organisation was sought. Figure 7 below provides the main responses received on
the question of who deals with risk/resilience in the CI systems.
With the proposed development of resilience tools and methodologies by the RESILENS project
which are intended to be adopted and applied in CI systems, the question of "who will implement
the tool?" arises.
The project therefore aimed to take advantage of the opportunity provided by the stakeholder
consultation process to identify the actors in CI systems that are responsible for implementing risk
and resilience management. This is with the objective of discerning the current risk/resilience
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management architecture in CI systems, as well as equipping the project with knowledge on who are
the direct potential users of the RESILENS outputs.
From the results obtained, it can be seen that there appears to be no defined actor or department
dealing solely with risk (and resilience) management and its implementation in the surveyed CIs. A
range of job functions, i.e. risk and business continuity manager, as well as departments such as risk
and assets strategy management, emergency preparedness and business continuity departments
were identified as examples of the responsible parties who oversee the management of risks and are
tasked with ensuring the continuity of service provision by the surveyed CIs.

Risk management (and
asset strategy)
department- with
support from various
departments.
Business continuity
department.

Responsibility of various
actors & departments in
the organisation.

Risk/
Resilience
management

Responsibility
disseminated to each
project manager in
different units.
Cyber, security and
emergency department.

Emergency
preparedness
department.

Department of
information systems.
Asset management dept.
(including civil
protection rep. and data
security).
Risk manager.
Environmental &
Sustainability
departments.
Corporate Risk Unit.

Figure 7. Actors/departments responsible for risk/resilience management in the surveyed CI.
The distribution of risk management to a project/unit level in some CI management structures was
also seen to be widely practiced by some of the surveyed stakeholders. With this approach, the
application of risk management was decentralised with each of the sub-units expected to have a
better understanding of the probable risks affecting their component operations, which was viewed
as a better approach by the concerned stakeholders than having a centralised structure in place.
The proposed RESILENS outputs would be cognisant of the target actors who would potentially be in
charge of implementing the methodology/tools developed by the project and the spheres in which it
will be operationalised by putting forward a tool which could be applied for a unit, particular
component assets of the CI system, or for the management of the entire CI system. This is especially
important from the point of view of preparedness for dealing with incidents, particularly those
requiring more than an application of standard operating procedures (SOP). For example, where it is
essential that: (a) planning is coordinated for the entire organisation, (b) plans are coordinated with
those of other organisations i.e. emergency services, affected stakeholders and CIs, and (c) plans
recognise what functions with an organisation, any contractors and external responders can provide
to resilience management.
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Differentiation between risk and resiliency

Although a previous question had inquired if resilience was a concept which was adopted in the CI
operations, a further question to explicitly ask if a differentiation between risk and resiliency was
applied in the current preparedness, mitigation and recovery approaches taken to address potential
shocks and stresses to their systems was also asked.
The result of that question revealed that 54% of the CI stakeholders who responded to that question
indicated that a differentiation was made, while the remaining 46% expressed that the approaches
implemented by their systems were mainly based on risk assessment and management principles.
One CI stakeholder expressed that they did not see the value in drawing a distinction between risk
and resiliency. This is since a requirement for resilience to be incorporated in design should be
identified and justified via a risk assessment. However since said assessment will be fraught with
difficulty managing as yet not fully understood risks, i.e. climate change, threats abound. Therefore
the risk management process of this one aspect must be a highly iterative process to
address/evaluate the impacts as tools to evaluate such threats become more reliable.
The question if the stakeholders clearly delineated between risk and resilience in their management
approaches was specifically included in the questionnaire to provide an extra level to the
understanding of the concept of resilience against that of risk by the respondents. With over 50% of
the respondents replying that a distinction in the approaches is applied in their CI systems, the
results of this survey tended to highlight that resilience is possibly a concept that is well understood
and currently applied in practice in some CI. However as indicated in section 3.3.2, it also highlights
the need to improve the appreciation and adoption of the resilience concept in CI operations.
3.4.3

Overview of available risk/resilience methods used

The table below shows all the responses received from the CI respondents on current risk and
resilience management methods currently applied in their systems.
Table 9. Overview of risk/resilience methods currently used in surveyed CI.
Risk (and resilience) methods applied
1

Asset risk models.

2

Best practice forums.

3

BSI (German Federal office for Information Security) basic protection.

4

Categorisation methods (from best practice).

5

CEDR (Conference of European Road Directors) climate change approach.

6

CLIPDAR (Climate projection Database for Roads)- Design guideline for a transnational
database of downscaled climate projection data for road impact models.

7

Command assessment simulation (gaming platform).

8

Contingency plans.
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9

Crisis management and business continuity assessment.

10

Office of Public Works Ireland- Guidelines for development in flood plains.

11

Design standards.

12

Emergency response simulation, training and exercises.

13

FLAG (Flood advisory group) meetings.

14

Hazard identification and risk assessment hierarchy forms.

15

In-house self-developed resilience tool (in line with ISO 14001, 18000, 9001)- prototype.

16

Inter- and intra-operability exercises.

17

Internal organisation procedures and handbooks.

18

Organisational adoption of local and regional guidelines (including EU directives).

19

In-house developed resilience tool using BS25999 (BSI standard for Business continuity
management) and the following ISO 22301.

20

RIMAROCC-Risk management for roads in a changing climate.

21

Risk assessment tools for roads.

22

Situational models.

23

Transport models (simulation and activity modelling).

24

Winter maintenance plans.

25

European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) safety directions.

26

ISO 55001 for Engineering and ISO 27000 for IT.

27

AD 27-Airworthiness directive (Developed into internal procedure).

28

ICAO (International civil aviation organisation) guidelines and best practices.

29

Tunnel directive - Directive 2004/54/EC.

30

Risk resolver tool.

31

Operational risk assessment.

32

Directive on road infrastructure safety management- Directive 2008/96/EC.

33

OPW (office of public works) recommendations on allowance for climate change.

34

Good engineering practices/education coupled with external simulations with regular time
intervals (> 5 years).

One surveyed stakeholder indicated they implemented a risk and resilience approach based on
organisational know-how, methods and procedures that were developed in-house throughout the
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years. This is supported by the support of external consultants and specialists, and use of industry
best practice.
Over 80% of the respondents however expressed that they did not currently use any specific
resilience management tools in their organisations.
Of the CI stakeholders who indicated that a resilience tool was available in their systems, two of
them indicated that the referred tools were developed in-house, based on best practice and were
currently not in-line with ISO standards. The tools were categorised as software tools. One of the
software tools was further highlighted to be in line with ISO standards 14001, 18000, and 9001.
With a somewhat good understanding of the resilience concept (i.e. from the individual definitions
provided to the survey questionnaire), 90% of the CI stakeholders surveyed indicated that resilience
as a concept was currently adopted in their systems, and, with over half of the respondents
indicating that a distinction between resilience and risk approaches was made in their systems, it
was anticipated that clear organisational practices supporting the implementation of resilience
would be easily available for review in this task. However the findings of the survey on the working
protocols and policies currently applied in the CI organisations indicate that a separation between
risk and resilience does not seem to be explicitly adopted and implemented in current CI systems
management. It therefore appears that in the CI systems covered, although the respondents have a
good understanding of the concept, and can even differentiate between resilience and risk
approaches, the work practices in place contradict their personal earlier responses which tend to be
more focused on management of risks as opposed to resilience. The implemented approaches used
by the CI stakeholders involves many considerations e.g. staff response including specialists, external
responders, specialist response equipment, communications alternative routing/timetabling,
customer/public awareness, costs is aimed at achieving business continuity (with the word
‘resilience’ not explicitly used). Based on the survey responses we could therefore deduce that in
most of the CI systems surveyed, the resilience concept is not currently operationalised (as
understood by the RESILENS project).
This is especially important with an adoption of an all-hazards resilience approach by the RESILENS
project which aims to encompass any potential shocks and stresses that could potentially negatively
affect the critical functionality of the CI systems. The approach currently applied by the CI systems
surveyed as evident by the methods enlisted tended to mainly consider the management of risks
with a high probability of occurrence.
Some of the applied methods which were implemented by the surveyed CIs in this study (including
the in-house developed tools) included GIS (geographic information systems) components, where
the impacts of the disruptive events could be spatially visualised and managed. These GIS
visualisation tools were applied by the CI stakeholders to prepare for, and monitor the risk effect, as
well as for analysing the recovery of the affected regions after the event. However the current GIS
visualisation tools that were examined during this study could be best described as spatial risk
vulnerability tools since they were mainly designed to identify probable risk prone areas (i.e. regions
floods and high wind), an identification of strategies which would be employed to manage the
physical and societal aspects in the case of occurrence of those risks and a monitoring of the
recovery from the specified risk. While the vulnerability identification and management function
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such tools provide are very useful, they are however quite restrictive in their functionality as a
resilience management tool (as defined by the resilience project). The GIS based component of the
resilience matrix and management toolkit as will be developed in task 2.4 of the RESILENS project
will therefore aim to further such vulnerability visualisation tools.
Of an interesting note is that even though ISO standards covering areas such as environmental
management systems (ISO 14001), Information technology (ISO 18000), Quality management
systems (ISO 9001), Asset management (ISO 55001) and business continuity (ISO 22301) were
identified for use in the methods applied for risk (and resilience) management in the surveyed CI
systems, only one surveyed stakeholder indicated the adoption and use of the ISO standards
specifically associated with risk management (i.e. ISO 31000:2009 (risk management-principles and
guidelines) and IEC 31010:2009(risk management-risk management techniques), even though the
practices implemented by the other CIs were based on empirical and pragmatic risk management
approaches. This could however be an oversight from the respondents to this survey and should not
be taken to mean that these standards are not applied in the surveyed CIs.
The practices as highlighted by the methods which the surveyed stakeholders identified as currently
being used for risk/resilience management would therefore be more fittingly represented as falling
under perspective 1 and 2 which view resilience as a "a goal of risk management" and "a part of risk
management" rather than as perspective 3 as recognised by the RESILENS project.
3.4.4 Advantages of current tools
To identify the merits of currently applied risk (and resilience) management tools that are used
within the surveyed systems a question on the advantages of such tools was posed to the
respondents. This was done with the intention of reflecting the merits of the currently used tools in
the development of the tools to be put forward by the RESILENS project.
A list of the advantages of the currently used tools are presented below.
1. Protocols for identifying hotspots.
2. Rigorous.
3. International acceptance, standards and recognition.
4. Allows performance indicators to be obtained for monitoring the CI operation.
3.4.5

Disadvantages of current tools

Similarly, a question on the disadvantageous aspects of the current methods/tools used by the
surveyed stakeholders was asked. This is to provide information on the potential shortcomings of
presently applied tools which could then ensure that the RESILENS project considers most of these
disadvantages and ensures that the project outputs learns from them and incorporates more
functional components in the resilience management tools developed for the concerned CI systems.
1. High risk of subjectivity. Relies on the individuals' perception of risk rather than objectivity.
2. Non-interactive with dependent systems in its current state.
3. Lack of details and knowledge of the particular concerned network.
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4. Set-up and use time.
5. Too time consuming to apply.
6. Requires staff experience with its use.
7. Lack of benchmarking with similar systems.

3.5

Potential CI Resilience Management tools

3.5.1

Willingness to adopt new tools?

In addition to having an ambition of contributing to an achievable and practical applied research
agenda which will result in significant advancements in the resilience of CI (and its
operationalisation), a major technical objective of the RESILENS project is the development of a
RESILENS decision support platform (RES-DSP). This will encompass a European Resilience
Management Guideline (ERMG), with resilience management tools including a resilience
management matrix and audit toolkit and an E-learning hub forming part of the ERMG (and also
available as stand-alone applications on the RES-DSP).
The willingness of the surveyed stakeholders to try out and possibly adopt the tools developed by
the project to meet their resilience management goals was sought during the stakeholder
engagement exercise. This was done to provide an initial measure on the possible acceptance of the
tools to be put forward.
The figure below shows the percentage of views of CI stakeholders who provided responses to the
question as to whether they would adopt a new resilience management tool for use in their systems.

Figure 8. Percentage of respondents willing to adopt new resilience management tools.
Two of the respondents who indicated an unwillingness to adopt any new resilience management
tool to support their CI operations expressed that the reason for this was due to the fact that they
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would normally not adopt and use untested new tools which have not been approved by the
relevant authorities and demonstrated. This was mainly because of the safety and security
implication fears of the use of such tools with regards to CI operations (especially with CI with high
security and data sensitivity concerns).
The responses recieved from the survey study appear to indicate that a functional CI resilience
management tool would be given a try by the CI stakeholders surveyed.
3.5.2

What functionalities would be expected?

The under-listed were highlighted as functionalities that the surveyed CI stakeholders indicated that
they would like to see (and would be beneficial to be included) in any proposed resilience
management tool that they would adopt.
1. Advantageous if the proposed tools or methodologies were better integrated.
2. The tool should have a resilience "checklist" and evaluation function.
3. Definition of scenarios and design basic threats.
4. Definition of available CI protection solutions.
5. Applicability and transferability across different systems in the CI organisation.
6. Listing similar to Business Continuity system according to ISO 22301.
7. Incident and disaster preparedness plans .
8. Provide indicators of disaster preparedness of CI or organisation.
9. Hazard/threat analysis.
10. Weak spots analysis. Including how to achieve maximal improvements using minimum
resources.
The methods and tools which will be developed and put forward in WP 2 of the project will benefit
immensely from the knowledge of these expected functionalities, since their incorporation will
enhance the competitive edge of the developed tool, as it address aspects that the users would like
to have in resilience management tools and would in-turn potentially facilitate the uptake of these
tools by the concerned CI.
3.5.3

Barriers to implementing resilience approaches?

Adopting and implementing proposed resilience approaches in CI systems (especially where no tools
currently exist) should be expected to face certain organisational barriers. Potential barriers that
could hinder the uptake of resilience management approaches in CI systems were identified by the
surveyed CI stakeholders. They include:
1. Financial restrictions and reasons (no legal requirement). Also the financial benefits have not
been made concrete.
2. Difficulty in having system redundancies.
3. No political drive and guidelines.
4. Difficulty in evaluating impact.
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5. Problem of exposure and sharing of sensitive information with other organisations.
6. Disinterest of managers (especially since resilience is perceived as a passing buzz word).
7. Lack of a clear practical definition of resilience.
8. Lack of technical knowhow and human resources to facilitate resilience.
9. Gaps in information sharing between agencies.
10. Non-use of common platforms and lexicon.
11. Resilience is not considered a priority (political backing).
12. Lack of in-depth knowledge on the topic.
13. Not integrated in current widely adopted assessment tools and methods.
14. Resistant culture (to new approaches)/ workforce resistant to the implementation of new
work practices.
15. Lack of public buy-in and acceptance.
When developing the methods and tools proposed by the project, these expectations highlighted by
the surveyed CI stakeholders will be aimed to be incorporated in the RESILENS resilience
management tools. This will be discussed further in section 4.
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Conclusion, Survey Limitations and Further Work

The multidisciplinary stakeholder consultation exercise was embarked on by the RESILENS project to
gain a greater understanding of how the resilience concept relates to their work operation, their
organisation and the wider community. The activities of Task 1.4 which covered the stakeholder
consultation and is reported in this deliverable was also aimed at examining any resilience processes
and methods that are currently applied in the surveyed CI systems. The results obtained from the
engagement will therefore inform the RESILENS project on the current state of the understanding of
the resilience concept, as well as if and how it is applied in CI systems. The findings would identify
and help inform the project on the gaps associated with the application of resilience in practice.
To meet the goals of this task, a questionnaire was constructed and distributed to select CI
stakeholders and the replies received revealed that although there appears to be an increasing
appreciation for the resilience concept and the need to operationalise it in the working processes of
the CI, current approaches were mainly focused on the use of probabilistic risk management
approaches. Therefore, there appears to be the need to introduce and facilitate a shift to a more
holistic and comprehensive resilience approach for managing all risks and ensuring the continuity of
the service provision of the CI. This would include improving the understanding of the resilience
concept amongst CI stakeholders, and delineates the differences between normative risk practices
and resilience. The absence of resilience management tools in practice was also made clear from the
findings of the study. The majority of the surveyed CI stakeholders expressed a willingness to
possibly adopt resilient management tools for use in their systems, with the expectations on the
functionalities that they expect from such potential tools also identified. The outputs of the
RESILENS project will aim to address the gaps identified with the implementation of resilience in the
CI sphere.
As highlighted in section 3 of this deliverable, direct interpretation of the findings of this report as
being representative of the current state of practice of CI resilience should be done with caution.
This is mainly on the basis of the particular sampling frame used for this study which could result in
biased responses from particular CI stakeholders. Aspects of organisational, societal and information
resilience, which were identified in D1.1 as being very useful in the assessment of the overall CI
resilience, were also not well captured and included in this study. This was since most of the
responses received were provided by experts from the technical/operation domain which tended to
concentrate on the physical components of the CI system. The inclusion of those relevant system
components (including ecological and environmental resilience) would therefore be very useful in
subsequent stakeholder engagement exercises.
The findings of this deliverable will feed into the gap analysis activities of Task 1.5, which will aim to
identify and further refine the gaps in the current operationalisation of resilience concepts,
processes and methods. Information on the disadvantages, merits and expectations of the currently
used risk (and resilience) tools and methods will also be used in WP 2 for the development of the
RESILENS resilience methodology and tools.
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Appendix 1: RESILENS Stakeholder Consultation Questionnaire

RESILENS - Realising European ReSILiencE for Critical INfraStructure

RESILENS STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION QUESTIONNAIRE

The purpose of this questionnaire is to establish an overview of the understanding and perception of
critical infrastructure (CI) resilience amongst stakeholders, and to ascertain the views of stakeholders o
risk and/or resilience decision-making tools and methods currently applied in assessing and managing
critical infrastructure (CI). The main sections of this questionnaire are:




GENERAL UNDERSTANDING OF RESILIENCE MANAGEMENT FOR CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
CURRENTLY APPLIED TOOLS AND METHODS FOR CI RESILIENCE (If any)
EXPECTATIONS FROM CI REGARDING RESILIENCE MANAGEMENT

Your input will provide us with a better understanding of the process and will help us to understand
when and how decisions are made, and what kind of information and inputs are needed in decisionmaking. You can refer your answers to your own experience of decision-making or experience of
preparing information for decision-makers.
The survey will be conducted at the same time by all RESILENS case studies partners as well as
selected relevant stakeholders in selected CI sectors and regions.
The respondents are guaranteed that only anonymised, processed and aggregated general data will be
released in any publication output relating to this consultation activity. No information on the
respondent profile or associated data will be released.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR VALUABLE CONTRIBUTION!
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1. RESILENS case study *
Please select the case study country:
Germany
Ireland
Israel
Portugal
UK
Other (please state): ____________________________

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

2. Critical infrastructure sector: Which of the following best describes your CI? *
Energy / power
IT / communication
Transportation
Banking & finance
Government services
Emergency services
Water supply/management
Food
Health
Other (including regulatory bodies, municipalities, e.t.c), please specify
___________________________________________________________

3. Please describe briefly your main expertise:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________

ASSESSMENT OF UNDERSTANDING OF CI RESILIENCE

4a.Who is responsible for CI protection in the respective country?
State
Regional Authority
Local Authority
CI operator
Other, please specify
___________________________________________________________
4b.How CI protection is organized in the respective country?
Legal regulations
Voluntary arrangements
Other, please specify
___________________________________________________________
5a. Have you heard of the term resilience before?
Yes
No
5b. What do you understand by the term "resilience" (especially with regards to CI)?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
6. What do you think the term "resilience" covers (give examples, if possible)?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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7. Is “resilience” a concept that is generally used in the work/company that you are involved in?
Yes
No
8. If it is not, are there other terms used in place of this to cover the same types of
issues/hazards/incidents?
Risk management
Emergency planning
Crisis management
Business Continuity Management
Secure by design
Other, please specify
___________________________________________________________

9. What risks and threats do you consider when you think of “resilience”?
Natural risks and threats
Manmade risks and threats
Terrorist attacks
Social unrest
Crime
Other, please specify
___________________________________________________________

10. What are the main causes of infrastructural breakdown in your experience?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
11a.Do you differentiate between emergencies (unforeseen but predictable incidents), crisis (a
breakdown of familiar frameworks) and disasters (unexpected extreme situations) with regards to
risk/resilience management in your company?
Yes
No
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11b. If yes, how is this differentiation done / implemented (e.g. thresholds)?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

12. Do you currently monitor your recovery after a disruption event occurs to your operation/service
provision?
Yes
No
13. If yes, how is this done? What indicators do you use to measure and monitor this recovery?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
14.Can you identify 2-3 major barriers to possibly implementing resilience approaches in your work
environment/service provided/function?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

ASSESSMENT OF CI RESILENCE MANAGEMENT DECISION-MAKING TOOLS

15.Do you differentiate between risk control and resiliency?
Yes
No
16a. Are there any formal procedures and regulations that you currently use to support CI protection?
your internal procedures related to your CI
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companies' / organisations' internal procedures related to their CI
guidelines and best practices
governance recommendations and regulations
EU directives
other, please specify
________________________________
16b. Please provide some examples of such procedures and regulations (reference to Question 13):
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
17a. Are there any risk or resilience management methods you currently use to support CI protection?
Yes
No
17b.If yes, please provide a short description of the methods:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

18. Do you apply any resilience management approach/concepts to your operation? i.e. What
kind of tools (like risk assessment protocols, educational tools, simulation tools…) are used
currently ?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
19. If you currently use a resilience management tool, name of the tool / method:
_
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20. Categorisation of the tool: please select the most suitable option:
software tool

application

prototype

method, model, methodology

other

21. Status: is the tool / method:
self-developed (i.e. own
tool / method)

applied tool / method (e.g. commercial tool / method that
your company / organisation has applied)

literature based

other

22. Are such tools in line with ISO standards?
Yes
No
23. What are the main pros of these tools?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
24. What are the main drawbacks of these tools?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
25. What functionalities would you like to see in these tools, which is not currently available?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
26. Are you willing to adopt a new tool from what is currently used for resilience
management?
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Yes
No
27. If no tools are currently used, are you willing to adopt such resilience management tools?
Yes
No
RESILIENCE MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT
28. Who deals with risk/ resilience matters in your company? Is it handled by the same designated
position/department?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
29a. Are the cascading effects of CI infrastructure breakdown across infrastructures accounted
for?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
29b.If yes, how are the cascading effects of CI infrastructure breakdown considered?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
29c. Are the transboundary effects of CI infrastructure breakdown across infrastructures
accounted for?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
29d.If yes, how are the transboundary effects of CI infrastructure breakdown considered?
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
30. Is there any communication with interdependent CI with regards to infrastructure
breakdown/ risks/ minimizing risk impacts or instituting resilience approaches?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

31. Are you or your company / organisation willing to take part in the testing of the RESILENS decision
support platform (RES-DSP) developed in the later stages of the project or to receive information on
RESILENS workshops, results etc.? If yes, please leave your contact information.
Name ________________________________

Company /
Organization

Email ________________________________ Phone

_______________________________

_______________________________

THANK YOU!
RESILENS consortium
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